
S T .  G E O R G E ' S ,  G R E N A D A

St. George: Around the Isle of Spice

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Discover the scents and aromas of the "Isle of Spice" on this full day sightseeing tour by motor
coach. Your driver will follow the picturesque west coast, rich in history and color
to Dougaldston Estatewhere you will receive an introduction to the famous spices that make
this island one of the top spice suppliers in the world. At the nutmeg factory in Gouyave you
will be shown the seasoning, processing, and sorting of nutmegs and mace. Nutmeg products
vary from syrup to massage oil, garden mulch to nail varnish; even a pain-relieving spray.
Continue northward to a magnificent view of Grenada's Grenadine Islands. Your next stop will
be the River Antoine Rum Distillery: the place is as antique (1785) as the rum is strong (75%
alcohol - ouch!) It may be hard to believe that the place is a working distillery, not an old
museum. You will have time for some sampling before a delicious Creole lunch is served at
Belmont Estate, a plantation house dating back to the 1940s. Leaving the restaurant, you will
return to the pier through the rainforest over the mountains with a stop at Grand Etang, home
of the mona monkey, and Annandale Falls where you can take a short walk in the stunning
gardens.

Please note: The tour order may vary and taking photographs or videos inside the nutmeg
factory is not allowed.

PRICE$115
BOOK TOUR

St. George: Certified One-Tank Dive

ACTIVITY LEVEL: STRENUOUS

This afternoon’s dive will be at either Boss Reef or Purple Rain Reef, where coral, fish, and
other sea lifepresent an amazing kaleidoscope of color and texture.

Please note: Wear your swimsuit under your clothing and bring a towel. Waiver release forms
must be signed and medical conditions must be disclosed. Please bring your C-card.

PRICE$125
BOOK TOUR



St. George: Certified Two-Tank Dive

ACTIVITY LEVEL: STRENUOUS

This two-tank dive will visit both Boss Reef and Purple Rain Reef. Each dive will be
approximately 45-50 minutes, with a surface interval between dives of approximately one hour.
Juices and fruit will be served.

Please note: Divers who have not logged a dive in the past 12 months will be required to take a
refresher course which can be taken at an additional cost of $80. Please wear your swimsuit
under your clothes and bring a towel. Waiver release forms must be signed and medical
conditions must be disclosed. Please bring your C-card.

PRICE$165
BOOK TOUR

St. George: Concierge Collection Snorkeling Champagne Lobster Cruise

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Experience the fun and excellence of sailing on Shadowfax a 60-foot state-of-the-art catamaran
designed and built by one of the world's top catamaran designers. Shadowfax, in good wind
conditions, is able to cruise at more than 20 knots ("The Ocean Ferrari") with many comforts
(snorkeling gear and fresh water showers are available). You will first sail up the scenic west
Caribbean coast of Grenada towards the marine park, where you can snorkel at the underwater
sculpture park (conditions permitting) You will head down the southwest Caribbean coast
toward Point Salines, the southernmost point of Grenada. Then you will have an exhilarating
experience, sailing upwind on the Atlantic side to the secluded island of Hog where you will
have your grilled lobster lunch cooked and served on the island. Before leaving you may swim
or explore the secrets of this “Robinson Crusoe” island. To complete this memorable day, you
re-board, sit back, relax, and enjoy a smooth 1.5-hour full sail back to St George’s.

Please note: Alternative snorkeling site is Hog Island reef if visibility is bad. This cruise is not
available for those with limited mobility. Wear a swimsuit and bring a towel and adequate sun
protection. Snorkeling equipment is included.

PRICE$165
BOOK TOUR



St. George: Discover Scuba

ACTIVITY LEVEL: STRENUOUS

St. George’s offers a wonderful opportunity to begin the sport of scuba diving. Your package
includesinstruction and a shallow pool dive, as well as all equipment. Afterwards, you will
proceed to a shallow dive area and explore the wonders of the beautiful waters of Grenada.

Please note: Minimum age is 10 years old.

PRICE$175
BOOK TOUR

St. George: Golden Nutmeg & Diamond Chocolate Tour

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

This aromatic tour will allow you to learn about Grenada Nutmeg and organic chocolate
production. You will head toward the island's west coast and visit the Gouyave Nutmeg
Processing Station to discover how nutmegs are harvested, processed, and exported. Well
protected behind high walls, you will travel one century back in time. No conveyor belts, no
machines. The long processing chain of this precious spice starts off in the hands and nimble
fingers of the experienced, diligent and incredible ‘’Mammas.’’ After, you will visit
the Diamond Chocolate Plant to see and learn how chocolate (tree to bar) is produced and
exported. The quality of the beans, the distinct taste and the country’s rich history of cocoa
production have inspired L. A. Burdick Chocolate to partner with Grenada’s knowledgeable
independent cocoa farmers in building a cocoa processing facility. After harvesting the beans,
all fermentation, sorting, drying, roasting and conching is done on the premises of the factory.
A visit to the cocoa tree garden and a rare and delicious chocolate tasting and sampling will
conclude this enjoyable tour of one of the most amazing sites in the Caribbean.

Please note: This tour is appropriate for guests who are able to walk about 100 yards and must
be able to walk on and off the motor coach unattended.

PRICE$59
BOOK TOUR



St. George: River-Tubing Grenada's Greatest River

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

The Balthazar River nestled in an exotic tropical rainforest is fed from sources deep in the
island’s interior. Here is your opportunity to have a thrilling river tubing experience on what is
known locally as the “Great River.” You will take a 45-minute journey from St. George’s
through the scenic hilly interior of the Grand Etang Rainforest Reserve to the Balthazar Estate.
Your arrival will be followed by a safety briefing before you’ll be equipped with a life vest,
modified inner tube, and a paddle. You will be accompanied by guides as you gently spin and
swirl in the river currents. Marvel at the exotic views of tropical vegetation and wildlife as your
thrilling river ride progresses. Several pools along the way provide the perfect opportunity to
catch your breath. Finally sample a much-deserved rum punch or local fruit juice. All too soon,
it’s time to return to the yacht.

Please note: River levels vary according to the amount of rainfall and may affect operation of
the tour. Wear your swimsuit and bring along a towel and water shoes. Participants need to be
physically fit and there is a weight limit of 230 lbs.

PRICE$59
BOOK TOUR


